Characteristics of the vibratory reflex in humans with reduced suprasegmental influence due to spinal cord injury.
The tonic stretch reflex elicited by vibration of a muscle or tendon provides a means of studying segmental reflex activity in humans with impaired volitional motor activity due to spinal cord injury (SCI). Vibration applied to the achilles or patellar tendon in a group of 51 SCI subjects elicited motor unit activity different from that found in 12 healthy subjects. Four distinct features of motor unit responses to vibration of a single tendon (achilles or patellar) could be seen in the SCI subjects: (i) a rapid onset, tonic response, frequently beginning with a single burst analogous to a tendon jerk, in 72% of vibrated sites; (ii) repetitive, phasic bursts of activity or vibratory-induced clonus in 23% of the tonic responses; (iii) spread of activity to muscles distant from the vibration in 44% of the tonic responses; and vibratory-induced withdrawal reflexes (VWR) which occurred after vibration of 37% of the sites. Overall, 81% of stimulated sites responded to vibration in SCI subjects. In contrast, only 54% of vibrated sites responded in control subjects, always with a gradual onset tonic response, never accompanied by a VWR. The VWR in SCI subjects was typically of much larger amplitude than the tonic responses and involved a mean of 5 muscles (41% bilaterally). Features of these responses provide an insight into underlying neurocontrol mechanisms which may provide guidance in the selection of appropriate intervention or management strategies.